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ABSTRACT
Many data mining and machine learning methods such as regression models often involve optimization of objective functions. The functional mechanism (FM), which perturbs coefficients of the polynomial representation of the objective function, has been shown as an effective way to achieve differential privacy. Although the learned model guarantees protection against attempts to infer whether a subject was included in the training set, it is not designed to protect attribute privacy when model inversion attacks are launched. In model inversion attacks, an adversary uses the released model to make predictions of sensitive attributes of a target individual when some background information is available. In the first part of this talk, we present an approach which leverages the FM but effectively balances the privacy budget for sensitive and non-sensitive attributes in learning the model. As a result, the approach can effectively prevent model inversion attacks and retain model utility while preserving privacy. In the second part of this talk, we concentrate on recent research on privacy preserving deep learning. In particular, we present the differential privacy preserving deep Auto-encoder based on the FM. Finally we present challenges and findings when applying the developed techniques in healthcare and genome wide association studies.
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